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The epic debut novel in a mind-blowing new science fiction 
action-adventure series by John Hopkins

The Golden Ellipse transports readers into a near-future world of 2044 teetering on the 
brink of an apocalyptic alien invasion. Enter Rachel and Owen Haig, a honeymooning 
couple hijacked onto a death-defying heart-pounding odyssey to locate and return 
a timeless gold relic atop a proto-pyramidic beacon hidden deep beneath the Giza 
Plateau before time runs out. 

It’s just the fate of the world. No pressure.

John Hopkins weaves an imaginative and thought-provoking blend of science fiction, 
alternative history, techno-thriller, and horror, inspired by his favorite authors: Crichton, 
Rollins, and King, et al. Book One introduces a centuries-old clandestine organization,  
The Powers That Be, and a memorable cast of heroes and villains from Earth and 
beyond, matching wits through plot twists and turns while unraveling humankind’s most 
vexing enigmas and illuminating our destiny in a crowded universe.

✅  GET IT  – “A flighty, serio-comic excavation of SF tropes and doomsday conspiracies.” 
            – Kirkus Reviews

⭐⭐⭐⭐ “… I’m interested to see what happens in the follow-up.” – Jenn, Goodreads

⭐⭐⭐⭐ “Very intriguing book cover …fun read!” – Pinkladyhaley, Goodreads
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About the author
Author and artist John Hopkins’ keen curiosity for what lies beyond common knowledge 
shapes his character-driven storytelling. Following his muse, John created Lost Cactus, 
a comic strip set on a top-secret research base akin to Area 51. The three-panel strip’s 
humor and supernatural mythology evolved into a shared universe of short stories that laid 
the foundations of The Powers That Be trilogy and a wellspring of thought-provoking and 
entertaining projects in the pipeline. 

Stay tuned and keep an eye on the sky.
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